
Before baby’s first words, mom and baby connect through sounds.   The alphabet that 
forms this special language includes the pitch, melody, temporal patterns and rhythm 
of a parent’s voice or song. With its new campaign, Tonight We Sleep™, JOHNSON’S® 

created Lullabies for moms to use during the last step of the Bedtime Routine – quiet 
time – using the science of sound and wisdom from moms around the world.  

The Power of Sound and 
Music at Bedtime

Like our JOHNSON’S® products, the Tonight We Sleep™ Lullabies have 
been formulated and designed with baby in mind — grounded in science 
and crowd-sourced sounds from moms around the world:

The Making of the Tonight We Sleep™ Lullabies

To listen to and to download the Tonight We Sleep™ Lullabies, please visit JOHNSON’S® 
BEDTIME® Baby Sleep App, which has been downloaded more than 250,000 times and 
features a sleep log to help track baby’s sleep. Or, please visit [insert website].

JOHNSON’S® is the only company with a bedtime routine 
clinically proven to help baby sleep better

•     Quiet time can include reading, singing or listening 
to music

Musical elements that resonate with baby:
•     5 notes per octave, a simple pentatonic scale
•     Simple 6/8 time signature to emulate a swaying, rocking 

motion
•     70 beats per minute to mimic the familiar beat of mom's 

average resting heart rate
•     The key of C, which is associated with children's talk, purity 

and innocence, and the key of G, which is associated with 
gentle and peaceful emotions

Unique sounds used to help baby fall asleep around 
the world: 
•     TV/radio static 
•     Ocean 
•     Heartbeat and womb 
•     Fan 
•     Forest animals 
•     Air conditioner 

•     Baby's ability to process sounds starts before birth

•     At 2 months, baby can recognize and distinguish 
a melody

•     Musical activities can affect the auditory and motor 
areas of baby's brain

•     2 out of 5 infants are sung to or listen to music 
in the hour before bed

•     A study found that 80% of babies exposed to 
white noise fell asleep; compared to only 25% 
of those not exposed to white noise

•     Music may play a role in social development

According to a recent online poll

•     83% of moms use their voice to put babies to 
sleep; 55% of moms hum to baby

•     42% of moms felt music triggers a positive 
connection with baby

•     55% of moms prefer classical music for baby; 
others genres include traditional (24%) 
and pop (17%)

Setting the Tone for Bedtime

Music to Baby’s Ears

Sounds Help Soothe 
Baby and Promote 
Sleep

Moms Use the Power 
of Sound
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